
2021 MERCEDES-BENZ AMG GT Black Series2021 MERCEDES-BENZ AMG GT Black Series
AMG Magma Beam with Black Dinamica Leather with Orange Stitching

£399,500£399,500

Mileage 1,990 miles  Engine Capacity 3982cc

Body Style Coupe  Fuel Petrol

Transmission Semi-automatic  Chassis No. 041321

The AMG GT Black Series is a limited production car first announced by Mercedes-Benz in July 2020, limited to approximately

1,700 examples it was developed entirely in-house by Mercedes AMG and marked the return of an iconic name to the world

of super sports cars.

The car exuberates adrenaline with its handcrafted AMG 4.0 litre V8 biturbo â€˜flatâ€™ crankshaft engine, it’s the most

powerful to date of any V8 AMG, it produces 730 hp, an impressive 197 hp more than the standard AMG GT. It allows a top

speed of 202mph, standstill to 60mph in 3.1 seconds and a 0-124mph of under 9 seconds.

With regards to the car’s aesthetics, AMG’s Black Series are renowned for being a very special type of car; rare, exclusive and

unyieldingly sporty. The AMG Affalterbach designers certainly pulled out all the stops when it came to the art of its design.

The most striking element being the distinctive carbon fibre bonnet and the rear wing that was inspired by customer sports
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racing along with a paint finish reserved exclusively for the model. The interior offers both driver and passenger a wealth of

AMG sophistication that is also extremely attractive to look at from the cockpit and remains very functional.

This particular example is a UK supplied, right-hand drive car with only 1,990 miles from new and was specified in the stunning

colour of exclusive AMG Magma Beam and a black Dinamica leather with orange stitching throughout. Its specification

includes; AMG exterior carbon fibre package, carbon fibre roof, fixed double rear wing in carbon fibre, AMG carbon fibre

door sill panels, titanium roll bar, matt carbon interior package, AMG interior night package, AMG carbon-fibre bucket seats,

4-point seat belts, AMG performance steering wheel in Dinamica, AMG steering wheel buttons, AMG speedshift DCT 7-speed

sports transmission, AMG track package, AMG track pace, roof liner in black Dinamica microfibre, heat-insulating dark-tinted

glass, Burmester surround package, digital radio, Apple CarPlay, touchpad without controller, command online, traffic sign

assist, mirror package which includes automatic dimming interior and drivers exterior mirror, electric folding exterior mirrors,

ambient lighting, thermotronic automatic climate control, interior monitoring system, parking package which includes; front

and rear cameras plus adaptive main beam assist. AMG 10-spoke forged wheels, AMG ride control suspension, AMG high-

performance ceramic composite braking system, adaptive brake lights, AMG electronic rear-axle limited slip differential,

KEYLESS-GO package, automatic child seat recognition sensor and anti-theft protection package which includes; increased

anti-theft protection plus anti-theft alarm system with parking damage alert.

The car is offered complete with its spare key, locking wheel nut key, handbook pack, fire extinguisher, first aid kit, warning

triangle, car cover and history file that includes its Certificate of Conformity.
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